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Heraeus Kulzer introduces extended use for cara YantaLoc® LV

Less is more: de nieuwe Lage Versie met gereduceerde hoogte.
Haarlem,31 juli 2016 – cara YantaLoc®’s space-saving construction has
been offering plenty of freedom for prosthesis design for the past year.
And now with the new cara YantaLoc® LV, with its reduced dimensions for
the titanium base and retaining element, Heraeus Kulzer offers even
greater freedom for technical design.
cara YantaLoc® is a screw-fit titanium base with an angled zirconia retainer featuring an
integrated locator function. It was designed to securely, simply and flexibly fix removable
dental restorations to implants – even where space in the patient’s mouth is restricted.
The new Low Version, cara YantaLoc® LV, now provides dental technicians and dentists
with even more freedom: the amount of space required can be significantly reduced
thanks to the lower height of 4.00 mm and a gingival margin of 1-2 mm. For comparison:
the lowest version previously available had a height of 6.5 mm and a gingival margin of
1-3 mm.
Flexible use
Like cara YantaLoc®, cara YantaLoc® LV is also available for all common implant
systems and can be ordered in five different angulations from 0° up to 20°. For additional
flexibility, the retainer can be rotated -60°, 0° or +60° to the implant position. This makes
it easier to compensate divergent implants and achieve an optimum insertion direction.
The retainer is also made of hygienic and durable zirconium dioxide and offers many
benefits, such as excellent soft tissue integration and pseudoadhesion of the gingiva. A
further advantage: less plaque and reduced bacterial deposition compared to alloy
designs. The natural tooth colours make it easy to design aesthetic solutions.
According to dental technician Otmar Siegele and Dr Thomas Jehle, the developers of
YantaLoc®: “In complicated cases in particular, every millimetre counts – the new Low
Version is therefore the next logical step for even greater freedom in prosthesis design.”
The new Low Version (LV) is now available from Heraeus Kulzer.
Users in Germany can
order directly via the free order hotline on 0800 437 25 22; customers in Austria can
order via the customer support hotline on 0800 437 233.
Users can find further information on cara YantaLoc® LV and the latest platform
overviews at www.heraeus-kulzer.com/cara-yantaloc

